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BUBBLE SCHMEISIS
at Camden People's Theatre

Nick Cassenbaum is a storyteller, street performer and theatre maker. He has an MA from Goldsmiths
in Writing for Performance and is a graduate of the Royal Court Young Writers programme. Nick writes
plays, makes and performs solo work, creates street performances and broadcasts podcasts for the
Guardian.
He is co-artistic director of Slap Haddock, take stock exchange and regularly makes work with Circadian.
We have booked 20 tickets for this show for the evening performance of Thursday 9th June at £10 per
seat. If interested please contact Jenny Sclaire on 07813 309 503 or email jenclaire@aol.com.
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Hello, my name is Isabelle
Levy and I have been a
member of WLS since I
was one year old and Iʼve
just had my Batmitzvah
here! 
I joined the Cheder when
they had a tots class and
also went to Clore Tikva
Primary School. I now
attend Davenant
Foundation School where
my favourite subject is
English and my least
favourite subject is
Science. I love music and

have learnt the flute and the piano but donʼt any
more. 
I also love skiing and badminton and hanging out
with my friends. I am currently in the Yachdav group
exploring even more deeply into my Jewish Identity
and carrying out tzedaka like helping at the
Friendship Club, at the Inclusive Services and at
Haven House.  I love being a member of WLS
because of itʼs warm and welcoming atmosphere.

Isabelle Levy

My name is Ezra
and my Bar Mitzvah
is on 
18th June 2016.
My main interests
include science
books, computer
games, talking and
sometimes learning.
I also like laughing
and play-fighting.
I go to King
Solomon High
School, where I
started a Chess
club to help other
students learn how
to play chess and
improve their chess
skills.

Ezra Nathanson-Parry

A wonderful morning!

When we asked Rabbi Richard to include
a blessing for our 25th anniversaries, we
had no idea what a lovely occasion it was
going to be.

We were thrilled to be joined by so many
of our dear friends from WLS and we all
participated in a beautiful service led by
Richard.

We were overwhelmed by all the cards
and good wishes, the amazing cake from
Alice Wilcock and the beautiful silver
Menorahs from all at WLS, engraved to
commemorate our silver wedding
anniversaries.

Thank you all so much for giving us such
a lovely and memorable day.

Love,
Di, Bob, Tina and David
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On Saturday 19th March the Synagogue was full to
capacity as family, friends and congregates
gathered for a Purim Family Service and the Baby
Blessing of Zachary, the Rabbisʼ first Grandchild. 

Cheder children read out many prayers that they
had written themselves from The Cheder's Own

Prayer Service Book. The Service was followed by
traditional blessing for wine and cholla and a
plentiful Kiddush supplied by baby Zachary's family. 

Bob Kamall  Synagogue joint Vice-Chair said "It
has been a wonderful occasion and so nice to see
the the Synagogue  full of family & friends."

The Blessing of Baby Zachary

A History of Israel in 18 Objects…

Philippa & Josh Newham (ex-Cheder
Head Teacher) holding Baby Zachary,

with Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Josh & Philippa Newham with Bob Kamall,
WLS Vice-Chair, giving Baby Blessing
certificate, and Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Rabbi Harry Jacobi (Zachary's great-
Grandfather), Josh & Philippa Newham

and Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Robin Moss treated us to a most interesting evening with
his History of Israel in 18 Objects. The items chosen were
Ben-Gurionʼs diary; the flag from the Altalena; the Uzi;
Disinfectant spray cannister; Ptitim*; Eichmannʼs false
Argentinian ID card; Drip irrigation system; Panini football
stickers of Israelʼs 1970 World Cup squad; ʻThe Secret 
Life of Saeed: The Pessoptimistʼ which is the first novel 
by Arab citizen of Israel and famous writer Emile Habibi;
10,000 old Israeli shekel note and 10 new Israeli shekel
note; exit visa for Refusenik in the Soviet Union; Ofeq1
satellite; an LGBT-Israeli flag; copy of Shir lʼShalom
covered in blood of assassinated Yitzhak Rabin; tents in
Rothschild Boulevard; the book ʻThe Market, the Home, 
the Heartʼ by secular Talmud teacher Dr Ruth Calderon;
Iron Dome; and last but not least iPhone with Waze app.

As Mr Moss said, itʼs just one narrative of the country,
collectively telling one version of Israel in all its vibrancy,
complexity and multivocality. Which do you relate to? 
Which would you replace, and with what? We were
certainly given much food for thought.

I donʼt know which Iʼd replace, but I think I would have
included the kibbutz – for someone of my generation it is
synonymous with the word ʻIsraelʼ.

J Toffell

* A wheat-based alternative to rice, Ben-Gurionʼs solution to economic
hardship. Iʼm reliably informed in Israel itʼs called ʻorez Ben-Gurionʼ! l to r: Gary Freeman (Chair, Bet Tikvah), Robin Moss, Simon Benscher
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The last year has been a very important period in
the history of our community and the next twelve
months has the potential to be even more
significant.  

As we head towards the next AGM on 26 May, I am
pleased to report that, like a lucky football manager,
I hope that I may be able to announce an
unchanged team going into my second year as
chair.  This is particularly pleasing because every
member of the synagogue council has, without
exception, contributed so much in my first year.

Let me start with co-vice chair, Bob Kamall, whom I
succeeded as chair this time last year. His
experience, advice and support, not just on the
synagogue council but on the Merger Project
Management Committee (ʻMPMCʼ) and as a fellow
honorary officer, has been in invaluable. Bob is also
one of WLSʼs delegates to LJ and has a hand in
most things ʻITʼ, like the Database Project and the
Weekly Update. Bob and his wife, Di Kamall (who
still leads the New Generations Committee) can
also be very proud of their daughter, Rachel
Kamall, who was appointed co-head teacher of the
cheder in September 2015 and is already doing
great things for WLS, like her parents!

Alice Wilcock is the other co-vice chair of council.
Her skill-set complements Bobʼs and mine. Alice
has contributed widely during the year – not least
by being one of the minute takers at meetings.
Aliceʼs managerial experience has been extremely
helpful, particularly in relation to a few of the more
challenging situations which we have encountered.
Her knowledge and interest in Rites & Practices is,
of course, well known to us all, but what has
impressed me most about working with Alice is her
integrity: she rightly expects that those who lead the
synagogue should uphold its principles and adopt
the highest of standards in the decisions we make
and the actions we take. Long may that continue!

I am also extremely grateful that our co-Treasurers,
Tina Gold and Mel Millenbach have continued to
work well together managing our finances with quiet
efficiency. They have also been playing (and
continue to play) a pivotal role in key discussions
with Bet Tikvah. It is reassuring to all of us that the
financial security of the synagogue has been and
continues to be in such reliable hands.

Merle Muswell, a former vice-chair, has continued
to buck the trend compared to most other
synagogues when it comes to recruiting new
members. At each council meeting, it never ceases
to amaze me when Merle reports that there are,
typically, two or three new prospects/new members.
Merle also, tirelessly, looks after our publicity,
serves as part of the ʻWoodford-in-Touch Teamʼ and
is often the first to volunteer for all sorts of jobs –
the phrase ʻno job is too big or smallʼ sums Merle
up perfectly.  

Another former vice-chair and chair, Richard
Stevens, is still active on council and is playing an
important role on the MPMC. He also takes
responsibility for insurance and various other
administrative matters and is our other delegate to
LJ. Richard is nearly always the first to respond to
emails, so he keeps us all on our toes!

David Gold has led the joint Events team with good
humour, and between the jokes, he co-wrote and
organised a fabulous quiz in February with his wife,
Tina and Jenny Sclaire, as well as a number of
other events during the year.  He also ensures all of
our safety, by taking most of the responsibility for
our Security both in the synagogue and off site
during the High Holy Days. 

Ben and Zara Fryer are the other husband/wife
team on council – and are every bit  ʻas good a
Goldʼ(!). Ben has helped enormously with the legal
aspects relating to the proposed merger.  I am
delighted to confirm that, with Benʼs help, we have
now formed a company limited by guarantee, which
will be the future vehicle through which WLS (and
possibly the merged community) will operate: the
company is still a shell and will not be used until the
Charity Commission approves a transfer of assets
from WLS to the company. More news of this will
follow at our AGM on 26 May.  Zaraʼs role running
the Friendship Club and helping to organise the
Inclusive Services have been other equally notable
successes this year. How both Ben and Zara find
the time given their other commitments is a
testament to both their organisational skills and
dedication to our community.

We are very lucky to have ʻthe next generation
coming throughʼ with Ben and Zara, and it has also
been a particular pleasure of mine to have
welcomed Ben Glassman back to council this year,

The year behind… and the year ahead
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which has undoubtedly strengthened our team, as
well as reducing the average age! His wisdom
belies his years. As well as wardening and leading
services, he takes minutes at council meetings and
plays an important role on the Rites and Practices
Committee of WLS and the joint R & P committee
with Bet Tikvah.  Ben has helped organise next
monthʼs Civic Service and has taken responsibility
for Fire Safety on our premises – all in a year when
he has started a new job and relocated back to the
South East.  Oh, to be young!

Dan Rowson was one of the two new council
members this time last year and is another of the
ʻtwenty/thirty-something brigadeʼ. His contributions
at council meetings, work on the Database Project
and throwing both his size 10 feet into Vashtiʼs
shoes this Purim, is another reason why the
membership should be confident that whatever the
outcome of the merger vote, the long term future of
the synagogue is in capable hands:  both Dan and
his wife, Candy Parfitt, who was an inspirational
appointment as the co-head teacher of the cheder
have contributed so much to WLS in such a short
space of time. We are very lucky to have them both! 

And last, but certainly not least, I was delighted
when Michelle Levy agreed to join council last
year, despite knowing that she had a ʻbig yearʼ
ahead with daughter Isabelleʼs Batmitzvah.
Michelleʼs contributions at council meetings are
always well considered (which isnʼt surprising
considering she used to be a governor at Clore
Tikvah). Michelle has also been helping behind the
scenes in relation to the Community Weekend.

It has also been uplifting to see so many other
members contributing to our various committees,
services, HHD, music, Friendship Club, Bimah,
Database Project, shul maintenance, Woodford in
Touch and running various events. There are too
many to name, but particular thanks must go to Dan
Janoff and Tracey Grant who succeeded me as
joint burial and cremation secretaries, a role which
they have slipped into seamlessly. 

It was wonderful to attend the Volunteers Kiddish
last year to celebrate the many contributions of so
many individuals. You all help to keep the wheels
turning and to make our community something
which we should all, collectively, be proud of.  And
when this is combined with the fact that our rabbi,
Richard Jacobi, is the joint chair of the LJ Rabbinic
Conference and our Life Vice President, Simon
Benscher, is LJʼs chair, WLSʼs strength and
influence both locally and nationally is plain for all 
to see.

So, as we approach the AGM on May 26, our
Community Weekend on 24-26 June and a vote on
whether or not to merge with Bet Tikvah (probably
in early September), I believe WLS is in a much
stronger position than we were this time last year. 

If a week is ʻa long time in politicsʼ, how does it
compare to a year as the chair of WLS? All I can
say is that itʼs a lot easier to be the chair of WLS
when you are supported by such a strong,
committed team.  Thank you all for your support
and ongoing dedication to WLS and Liberal
Judaism. Long may it continue!

Jonny Hurst

Volunteers needed!

If you would like to help to play a
part in our friendly, dynamic team at

WLS, please email
jonnyhurst@hotmail.com

or call Jonny
07973 361 479

There is always something
to do, whatever your 

skill-set!
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Born into the small
Jewish community in the
town of Blatna, Eva
Druckerova was
fourteen when the last
transport of Jews was
removed from that area
of Czechoslovakia. Of
the transport list from
26th November 1942,
Eva was the only post-
war survivor from an
extended family of six.
Her paternal
grandparents, her
parents and her younger
sister Hana all perished
in Terezin or Auschwitz.

Through the commitment
of Helena Underhill, we
were put in touch with
Joseph Erban, Evaʼs
son, who lives and works
in Montreal, Canada,
where Eva spent much
of her adult life. Helena
received Eva Erbanʼs
testimony in an interview
recorded by the Montreal Holocaust Memorial
Centre and has forwarded two copies of this to me.
The video is 87 minutes long and is available for
anyone who wishes to see it in full. 

In the interview, she describes in detail life in Blatna
before and during Nazi rule, the year they spent in
Terezin, and the long cattle-truck train journey to
Auschwitz. She also describes how she was
selected to move as she was fit enough to work and
that was the last she saw of her family. Eventually,
she was transported to Hamburg, near the harbour.
There, the treatment was marginally better as they
were needed to make breeze blocks using manual
machinery. As the war was coming to its close, Eva
was transferred once again to Bergen-Belsen,
where she stayed, so weak that she could hardly
move when liberated on 15th April 1945. Eva, like
many others, could not digest the initial normal food
offered to her. She also somehow avoided the
typhus at Bergen-Belsen.

Once she was
stronger, she was
able to travel towards
the Czech border,
under Soviet control,
spending three days
to reach Prague.
There, she was given
money to return to
Blatna. She went to
her familyʼs former
neighbour and was
told that the only
Jewish survivors were
two people in mixed
marriages. Eva stayed
with those couples for
one month, was very
weak and contracted
rheumatic fever,
leading to a year in a
sanatorium in a
nearby town. From
there, she went to
hachshara, the
preparation for aliyah
to Palestine. When
she made aliyah in
1949, she arrived to

the new State of Israel, was housed in the Beit
Olim, met her husband-to-be, Ludwig Erban, at a
Moshav (a working village). Ludwig escaped from
Slovakia to Hungary and then, via Yugoslavia, was
able to go to France and then England. He fought
for the Allies in 1944-45.

After fifteen years in Israel, the family, including
sons Danny and Joe, moved to Canada. Joseph
Erban now works in Montreal. Eva, described as
small and frail in 1945, became a grandmother of
three.

Later in the year, as we recall our connection to
Blatna and the Jewish community who once lived
there, I will arrange an opportunity for us to watch
the interview together and remember an elegant
lady who forged a life in the ʻnew worldʼ after the
traumas of her native country.

Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Eva Erban Druckerova (26.03.1928–30.01.2016)
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On Sunday 9th April many friends, including Canon Ian
Tarrant, Father Francis Coveney, Rabbi David Hulbert
and Rabbi Harry Jacobi gathered in the Sanctuary for a
service to
celebrate our
building in
Marlborough Road
being 50 years old!

Rabbi Richard
Jacobi led a warm
and interesting
service that he had
written, document-
ing some of the
Synagogueʼs
history, along with
many liberal
Jewish beliefs and
values.

Each passage was
read aloud by the
Rabbi or members

of our congregation, including Simon Benscher,
Synagogue member from birth, and now chairman of the
Liberal Jewish Movement. He later commented:

“Woodford has
continued to play a
large part in the life of
Redbridge.”

The service was
followed by tea and
cake, giving everyone
the opportunity to
chat about the past
and about our future
plans. 

Rabbi Richard Jacobi
said “This afternoon
was a wonderful
affirmation of our
Synagogueʼs place in
the Redbridge
Community.”

Merle Muswell

February 2016

Hi Folks!

I came on aliyah on the 9th September 2015.  All my family met me at the airport with large
placards welcoming me to my new home in Israel.

Since then I am staying with the family while my flat is being redesigned and decorated.  
It is actually nearly completed.  The lighting was just put in yesterday.  Soon I will be moving.
I hope I remember how to cook and clean as I have been waited upon for all these months!

Twice a week I attend Ulpan classes together with students from all over the world, yet I am
the only one from the UK.  I think I am rather brave being the oldest pupil in the class.  I
laugh at myself leaving the house at 8 o'clock in the morning in the pouring rain, holding my
bag with textbooks, exercise books and a sandwich.  I think I must be a mad octagenerian,
especially as each class is 4½ hours long!  However I can now read Hebrew slowly but surely,
write in script and have made some friends.

I am surprised how quickly I have settled down here.  It is because I am used to coming to
Jerusalem on holiday and already know my way around the centre of town.  I have started
venturing further afield by bus.  It is quite a culture shock but I am managing.  

I travel to the libraries by bus, they are run by American and Canadian associations in Israel
(yes they let me in even though I am a Brit).  They have two English libraries and in one they
have books with large print.  Alternatively I just travel to meet a friend for coffee in a shopping
centre.

I am the great-grandmother of two boys.  I am happy to now be with my family.  I wish I could
understand what they are speaking about, but in time I hope I will.  They all speak English 
to me.

Happy Pesach
Love to all –

Marlene Malnick
Jerusalem

50th Anniversary Civic Service at WLS

l to r: Faith Community Officer Shahnaz Meah, Rabbi David Hulbert, Canon Ian Tarrant,
Rabbi Richard Jacobi, Rabbi Harry Jacobi, Father Francis Coveney, Jonny Hurst.
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These yearʼs Purim festivities
included an all singing, all dancing
spiel based on the music of David
Bowie, set in a space-aged cake-
scape constructed from enough tin
foil to wrap an eternity of packed
lunches, and painted confectionery
courtesy of the cheder kids. 

Under the guidance of spiel-writing
veteran Jonny Hurst, I was able to
cobble together a pun-filled Purim
panto entitled "Life on Marzipan".
Jonny himself starred as a truly
terrifying Haman (we would like to
apologise to any children who were
traumatised by his acting), and in the
absence of Woodford's traditional
dame, my husband Dan Rowson
stepped in to play the bearded-but-
beautiful Vashti. 

My magnificent cheder co-head
Rachel Kamall wowed the audience
with her realistic zero-gravity walk,
and elegant King Ziggy "Ahasuerus"
Stardust costume. Other cheder
teachers stepped up to their roles
magnificently, including Freya Preedy
as a neon disco clown and Leah
Simmons as Mordecai, complete with
sparkly side-locks. 

Sasha Reynolds from the Yachdav
class showed true dedication to the
spiel and we will definitely be writing

her a part in the next one (you've
been warned, Sasha!) Finally, our
spiel's Mysterious Narrator, who
remained backstage until the curtain
call was revealed to be former
cheder-teacher Nathan Faber-Baruch
who managed to frighten the living
daylights out of mother Leigh Baruch
who didn't know he was going to be
there!

In addition to the Purim spiel,
Woodfordians enjoyed a slap-up
bring-and-share supper, and
delighted in a fancy dress parade. It
was great to see people of all ages
dressing up in order to be judged by
our Elite judging panel, the youngest
of them being just a couple of months
old!!! Hopefully next year even more
people will be in fancy dress and we
will have to think of even more prizes
to give out. A huge Mazel Tov to
those who participated and a bigger
one to those who won in their
category!

Children and adults alike entered into
the spirit of Purim, shaking their
noisemakers, booing, hissing and
cheering at all the right moments, 
and everyone came together as a
community to celebrate Jewish
triumph over ancient persecution, 
and to bask in an atmosphere of
hope for the future. 

Candy Parfitt

The WLS Purim Shpiel reached new heights!
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Kol Nidre Appeal choices

How quickly the year goes by… before we know it
the High Holy Days will be upon us again and

so, at the end of May, Council will be voting on
which charities the Synagogue will support in
this year's Kol Nidre Appeal.

We prefer to draw up our shortlist using
suggestions from members so, if there is a
particular charity you would like to put
forward, please email Ben Glassman
on ben-g@woodfordliberal.org.uk by
20th May to ensure it is considered. 

Although nothing is set in stone we usually
choose three causes: our Synagogue, a

charity in the UK – often somewhere fairly local,
and an organistion based in Israel. If you have any

questions or suggestions please email Ben on the
address above.
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From South Woodford… to India – the roving Rabbi

As a number of you know,
I was fortunate to be able
to travel to India in
February, which gave me
my first opportunity to
experience something of
the country in which my
mother spent the first
thirty years of her life.
Hers was a less familiar
Jewish story and
upbringing, born into a
railway engineerʼs family
that moved with his job
around the north-west
frontier area of Empire
India. He would act as
Shochet of the chickens
to be the family-of-tenʼs
Shabbat dinner, and her
mother would always
cook this meal, when
family servants would
prepare the rest of the
weekʼs food.

They were on the Pakistan side of the partition line,
until her brotherʼs life was threatened for helping a
Hindu family. He made an overnight escape
towards Bombay, as it was then known, and the
family followed as soon as it was safe for them.
What happened after that is another story, for
another time.

Who were the Bene Israel and how did they come
to be in India? The legend is that all the Bene Israel
descended from approximately seven couples ʻfrom
the northʼ who survived a shipwreck off the coast of
western India, about thirty miles south of Mumbai.
Some scholars suggest that this event might have
happened as early as the eighth century BCE, while
others put their arrival in India as late as the sixth
century CE. Such a late date seems unlikely, in that
the Bene Israel did not have any awareness of
Talmudic Judaism until the eighteenth or early
nineteenth century, when western Jews arrived as
part of the expansion of the British Raj. If the
earliest date is correct, then it is entirely possible,
as some of the Bene Israel claim, that the
shipwrecked survivors were from one of the “Ten
Lost Tribes”, that is from the northern kingdom of
Israel that was conquered in around 722 BCE.

Their Judaism fell outside the European division
between Ashkenazi and Sephardi. Even the
influence of the Baghdadi communities in India,

who settled in the early
nineteenth century, did not
ʻconvertʼ the Bene Israel to
either European definition,
although they have been
closer to Sephardi than
Ashkenazi in practice,
despite the recent efforts
(somewhat arrogant and
bullying, in my opinion) of
Chabad to undermine and
alter their practices.
My fatherʼs personal and
family story is one that is
more familiar to us – of
escape from Nazi
Germany and survival
when much of his family
were done to death. Yet,
my motherʼs family have a
remarkable heritage of
their own, possibly going
back to the kingdom of
Israel, when Judah was
ruled from Jerusalem. 

Nineteen out of twenty Bene Israel synagogues in
India followed broadly orthodox practices. The
twentieth, founded by Dr. Jerusha Jhirad, a famous
gynaecologist, was called the Jewish Religious
Union of Bombay. Sharing the same name as
Liberal Judaism had when it was founded in 1902,
theirs was a Liberal community that is still in
existence.
The story of the Bene Israel reminds me that most
of us can only see the world from the perspective
afforded us by our location in the United Kingdom.
My time in India showed me that the world looks
very different from there, and that the experience of
people in the Indian sub-continent challenges us
not to be ʻarrogant Brits or Europeansʼ. Just as the
colonial British imposed much onto Indian culture,
so European Jewry sought to superimpose its ways
and standards on the centuries-old ways of the
Bene Israel, and the Chabad are still aggressively
doing this, casting doubt on local kashrut and
halachic decision-making, and emphasising their
own authority.
The Jewish community of India has a longer
heritage than ours, and it experienced no anti-
semitism in all those generations living in the sub-
continent. Maybe we could just learn something
from our fellow-Jews.

Rabbi Richard Jacobi

Mogen David Synagogue, Mumbai
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Following the tradition of most East End
trips the weather for this yearʼs tour did
not look ideal. However, the actual day
turned out to have decent weather. This
certainly made up for the fact that there
were some issues with getting to the start
of the tour. The group met up at Aldgate
Station whilst the air was still crisp with
hopes of warm beigels keeping their
spirits up to walk around and learn about
the area. 
The tour group this year consisted of the
Yachdav children (Sasha, Ethan, Stan,
Clara, Isabelle, Mia and Ezra) along with
Rachel and Candy as well as some other
members of the community. After meeting
up with Clive Bettington at 11am the first
stop was at a church next to the Sir John
Cass School. 
Of course the second that we started to
gather around to listen to Clive the rain
started! However we continued bravely
onwards, walking through the streets of
the East End with Clive pointing out
buildings which had Jewish connections.
We stopped off at Sandyʼs Row
Synagogue which is tucked away in a
side street. It was founded by Dutch
families and is painted mainly white with a
border of Orange. The group was glad to
be in outside of the cold and whilst there
we learnt about how the community still
thrives in the East End as well as other
secrets about the synagogue and area. 
Afterwards we walked through to
Whitechapel, saw the Otalangi restaurant,
the soup kitchen and the streets leading
through to Brick Lane. 
Clive finished his tour at the Whitechapel
Gallery and from there the group went to
the most important stop on the
tour…….the Beigel Shop. Or as 
it has been affectionately referred to, the
Beigel Beigelry. 
With the warm beigels in our stomachs
and our minds full of new knowledge we
walked back to Liverpool street station
and finished our tour. Hereʼs to next
yearʼs tour where we will be looking at
going inside a lot more in order to stay
warm!

Rachel Kamall
(photo credits – Candy Parfitt)

East End
Tour 2016 
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The 2016 Communal Seder at WLS

This lively Seder evening held at the
Synagogue was attended by some
90 people. Rabbi Jacobi led the
service with explanations of
why we do certain traditional
things at Passover and how
even today not everyone is
free of slavery.  
The microphone was
passed along the tables
and everyone was
encouraged to read part of
the story. It was delightful to
hear the children reading 
with such clarity and
enthusiasm. The children also
had painted glasses to represent
Miriam's Cup that were beautiful. 

Pictured below are examples of the
glasses they painted. 

Thank you Richard for
producing such an enjoyable

Seder, and a big thank you
to all the people concerned
in organising and
preparing the Seder. We
know they were at the
Synagogue from early
afternoon preparing the

tables and it all looked
terrific! 

So wonderful to see the
community getting together and

enjoying themselves. 

Jenny Sclaire
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Sincere condolences to…
Sonia Muscovitch and Louie and Leila
Muscovitch following the death of Naomi
on 13th March 2016.
Pauline Levene and her daughter Linda,
following the death of John Levene on 
26th March 2016.

Stone setting
The stone setting for our member, 
Sally Kaye, will be at 3.00pm on Sunday
8th May at the LJS Cemetery, Pound Lane,
Willesden NW10 2HG. Our thoughts are
with her daughter Avril Lewis and the
Family.

New Members –
Marsha & Barry Solomon  •  Max Solomon  •  Madeline & Edward Daley 

Betty Benscher who will shortly be celebrating
her 90th birthday!
Steve, Mich & Penny on the birth of Toby Philip
(Tovi Ephraim) Melnikoff on 1st February 
Toni & Stephen on the birth of Kai Leo (Malachi
Yitzchak) Cohen on 29th February 
Isabelle Levy for her Bat Mitzvah, 5th March.
Jamie & Anthony Davis for their wedding,
which took place on 6th February.
Jeni & Neil Denning for their wedding, which
took place on 28th March.
Bob & Di Kamall, and Tina & David Gold,
celebrating their silver wedding anniversaries in
April.

Elijah Klein
Sasha Reynolds

Louis Poessinouw
Shifra Fryer
Eve Klein

Poppy Green
Joshua Poessinouw

Annabel Duck
Barnaby Adler

Dominik Lorinc-Young

Zachariah Twyman
Stan Shute

Tobi Liebeskind
Ezra Nathanson-Parry

Renée Hart
Ben Charles

Sam Lorinc-Young
Reuben Pinhas

Sophie Richards
Katie Perry

The boy is back in town!

Wishing all those who are unwell at this
time a speedy recovery

Get well soon!

WLS Friendship Club
1st May 2016 at Woodford Liberal

Synagogue, 2-4pm

Admission : £3.00

For more information contact 
Zara on 07976 007 735








